
EASY TO USE: BEGIN MATTERS WITHIN HOURS

A plug-and-play platform deployed via the cloud, Luminance enables lawyers to begin their first review in less than 30 
minutes, with no machine or user training necessary.

AI ANALYSIS FOR RAPID 
OVERVIEW OF DOCUMENTS

Luminance’s AI reads and forms an understanding 
of documents upon import, then represents all 
documents within the dataset across a series of 
interactive widgets and 3D visualizations, helping 
lawyers to quickly find what they are looking for.

AI-POWERED ECA FOR POWERFUL 
SEARCHING AND CULLING

CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING
FOR ROBUST SEARCHING

AI-POWERED TAR FOR QUICK,
THOROUGH AND AUDITABLE CODING

USE WITHIN HOURS,
NO TRAINING REQUIRED

TRUSTED BY 500+ ORGANIZATIONS

Luminance Discovery uses next-generation AI, providing 
legal professionals with an end-to-end eDiscovery 
platform. Able to enhance and expedite a vast range of 
processes, from eDiscovery and Early Case Assessment 
(ECA) to requests for personal information such as Data 
Subject Access Requests (DSARs), Luminance can be 
used across a range of investigations, arbitrations and 
litigation matters. The technology can be deployed 
and used within hours, requiring no pre-programing or 
lengthy user onboarding. Trusted by over 500 customers, 
including a quarter of the world’s top 100 law firms and 
global organizations such as Tesco, Ferrero and all of 
the ‘Big Four’, Luminance ensures the quickest, most 
thorough review, ensuring no stone is left unturned.

End-to-End
AI-Powered eDiscovery



AI-DRIVEN TECHNOLOGY 
ASSISTED REVIEW

Luminance’s AI can observe the coding actions 
of the team and then flag where the coding 
of a document appears anomalous compared 
to how similar documents have been coded in 
case this warrants a further review. Luminance 
can also predict how relevant yet-uncoded 
documents will be, ensuring lawyers can focus 
their time effectively.

With AI-powered ECA, lawyers can quickly 
and easily apply powerful searches and 
filters to cull irrelevant documents and 
find what matters. Luminance understands 
documents on a conceptual level, allowing 
lawyers to search for conceptually similar 
documents to the one under review in 
just one click. Lawyers can easily navigate 
between documents, including support 
for Microsoft Excel, WhatsApp and Skype 
Conversation files.

ENSURE NOTHING IS OVERLOOKED WITH AI-POWERED ECA

Burness Paull was able to reduce the dataset of over 6,000 documents by 80% in just a few minutes.

CASE STUDY

Sam Moore, former Innovation Manager

We have been seeing the size of typical client datasets increase
exponentially in recent years, making Technology Assisted Review
using powerful tools like Luminance Discovery increasingly essential
for lawyers.”

“

Rose Eady, Solicitor

Luminance is fabulous - makes my life easier.”“



With no prior training needed, Luminance’s Heat Map organizes the 
entire dataset by conceptual similarity, with each tile representing 
conceptually-alike documents. The depth of color of each tile illustrates 
how many of these documents have been reviewed, making sure 
lawyers can allocate resources to under-investigated areas quickly so 
nothing is overlooked.

SAVE TIME, REDUCE COSTS AND GAIN A STRONGER NEGOTIATING POSITION

With faster identification of key information, lawyers gain an immediate understanding of the relative strengths and 
weaknesses of a case, placing them in the best position to provide strategic advice, negotiate or settle. 

SCALABLE FOR MATTERS OF ANY SIZE

From DSARs to TBs of litigation data, Luminance is equally effective across both large and small projects. 

The firm estimated that they were able to work 10 times faster using Luminance Discovery compared to other tools.

CASE STUDY

Pontus Scherp, Partner

In the eDiscovery market, where cost is a high priority,
this is a gamechanger.”

“

Despite having not used the technology before, Luminance helped Dentons Middle East to review over

180,000 documents in two weeks, a time saving of 80%.

CASE STUDY

Zahra Rose Khawaja, Associate

We decided to make Luminance the standard document review
platform for all our projects going forward.”

“



USE ON DOCUMENTS OF ANY LANGUAGE

Luminance’s advanced pattern recognition technology means that it is language-agnostic, ensuring lawyers can 
use Luminance on documents in any language and even on datasets containing multiple languages.

COURT-COMPLIANT, WORD-INTEGRATED PRODUCTION

Luminance’s robust production capabilities can be fully customized to suit any regulator/court requirements. 
Seamless Word integration allows users to upload any Word file containing production references, and Luminance 
will automatically convert any production ID into a hyperlink which can be sent to any Luminance user. Alternatively, 
lawyers can upload a Word file containing document references into Luminance’s e-bundling tool, and receive a 
single download containing every document referenced in the file, in the referenced order.

AUTOMATIC PII DETECTION AND REDACTION

Luminance can detect Personally Identifiable Information (PII) and redact all examples of certain critical and confidential types 
of information (for example, users could redact all addresses across their entire project).

DEDICATED ACCOUNT MANAGER AND 24/7 SUPPORT

Luminance can offer advice on best practices and suggestions tailored to the specific requirements of your firm 
and client. Support is available 24/7, including via screensharing sessions, to troubleshoot and assist with product 
queries and technical issues.

info@luminance.com                                                            www.luminance.com

Yan Pecoraro, Partner

The fact that the technology is language-agnostic makes it uniquely
capable of digesting the geographically wide-ranging documents we
upload to Luminance.”

“

Sally Hobson, Barrister

By using Luminance, we’re able to pull together the relevant material for
cross-examination bundles within a matter of minutes.”

“


